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Intervention and Democracy
Bruce Bueno de Mesquita and
George W. Downs

Abstract
Recent events have raised questions about the extent to which military
interventionpromotes democracy and the degree to which this depends on the nature
of the intervener.We argue that tractionon these issues is best obtained by focusing
on the policies of the target state that have the greatest implications for the political
survival of the interveningstate's leader and the kind of governmentalinstitutionsin
the target state that are most likely to produce them. This perspective generallyalthoughnot always-predicts thatthird-partymilitaryinterventionin civil wars, other
intra- or interstate disputes and wars will lead to little if any improvement, and all
too often erosion in the trajectoryof democratic development. Three hypotheses on
the impact of third-partyintervention by democracies, autocracies, and the United
Nations are then tested and strongly supportedagainst a counterfactualexpectation
of what the democratic trajectorywould have been in the absence of intervention.

The U.S. invasion of Iraq has rekindled debate about the impact of military intervention on democratic nation-building and, particularly, the extent to which it
depends on the character of the intervener. Some leaders, such as French President Jacques Chirac, have argued that military intervention and democracy building is best advanced in states such as Kosovo when it is carried out by a broad
multilateral coalition of democratic-in this case European-states. Others, such
as U.S. President George W. Bush, have implicitly dismissed the necessity of a
broad-based coalition and stress the importance of the unity of command that can
often be most effectively achieved by a single democratic state acting alone or in
concert with a small coalition. Leaders from the developing world and those closely
identified with international institutions, such as Kofi Annan, the secretary general
of the United Nations (UN), argue that the greater legitimacy that the UN pos-
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sesses provides it with a variety of advantagesin comparisonwith individualnation
states.
Surprisingly,given the political salience of these issues, there is relatively little
research on the extent to which intervention facilitates the process of democratization or the degree to which this depends on the character of the intervening
state. One group of studies dealing with the impact of interventiongenerally suggest that democratic interveners succeed in promoting democratic reform in the
short term but that the target states end up with unstable political systems.' A
second group of studies focusing on the more limited issue of the impact of intervention by the United States is generally critical and has produceda growing consensus that American interventionsdo not typically lead to democracy.2
Less clear in both cases is why interventions have the effect that they do.
Much of the broaderliteratureas well as some of those who have examined the
record of U.S. intervention play down the impact of democratic commitment on
the part of the interveneror issues of strategic inadequacyand argue that adverse
domestic conditions in the targetcountry would operateto overwhelm the positive
efforts of any intervener.3This selection effect argumentis also prominent as an
explanationfor the difficulties confrontedby the UN in ending hostilities and sustaining peace.4
Some scholars5point to U.S. military interests as a reason that American interventions tend to fail to lead to democratization,sometimes even reversing it.6 Others maintainthatthe negative results, at least with regardto U.S. efforts to promote
democracy,are due to an inherentcontradictionbetween the idea of democratization and its imposition from outside by force.7 Still a thirdgroup contends that the
emerging consensus that interventions are an ineffective method of promoting
democracy is overdrawnand unwarranted.They argue that a closer reading of the
record suggests that underthe right circumstancesthe United States is an effective
agent for promotingdemocracyor at least for promotinggenerally liberalregimes.8
Although the extant literaturecontributesimportantlyto the growing understanding of the linkages among interventions, domestic considerations in target coun-

andHegre2004.
1. See KegleyandHermann1997,78-107; andGleditsch,Christiansen,
2. Lowenthal1991.
3. See Huntington1991;andMuravchik1991.
4. See Fortna2004b;andGilliganandStedman2003.
5. See Karl1986;Forsythe1992,385-95; andRueschmeyer,
Stephens,andStephens1992.
6. A consequenceof workingwitha smallset of casesin whichtheoutcomeshavebeendisappointsignificanceof domestic
ing has been the tendencyin the literatureto emphasizethe overwhelming
conditionson the groundin the targetstateas the explanationfor the failureof democracyto take
conclusiongiventhe smallnumberof cases andrelahold.Whilethis is certainlyan understandable
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andWhitehead1986;Karl1990, 1-23;
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tries, and peacekeeping,we believe that its contributionto understandingthe impact
of interventionson democracy generally has been limited by a lack of theorizing
about how the motives of the intervenershapes its institution-buildingaspirations
in the targetstate and by its failure to estimate adequatelythe counterfactualdegree
of democratic change expected in the absence of an intervention. We hope to
improve on both of these dimensions. In the pages that follow we suggest a theoretical explanationof the linkage between third-partyinterventionand subsequent
democratization,identify specific hypotheses focused on comparisonsto the counterfactual expected degree of democratizationin the absence of an intervention,
and test them against a broad data set.

Theory: Nation-Building and the Agency Problem
Our theoreticalpoint of departurefor explaining the postinterventionprospects of
democratizationare drawn from Bueno de Mesquita and colleagues' selectorate
theory.9The authorspresenta theory in which a leader's motivationto retainpower
and the institutionalcontext in which he or she operates play a majorrole in determining a state'spolicy choices. The governmentalstructureof each polity is defined
by its location in a two-dimensional institutionalspace. One dimension, the selectorate (denoted as S), reflects the number of people in a polity who have a say in
choosing leaders and, more importantly,have some chance of gaining access to
the special privileges that every regime doles out to membersof the winning coalition. The winning coalition (denoted as W), the other dimension, is the subset of
the selectorate whose supportis essential if a leader is to remain in office.
Democracies are generally characterizedby a large selectorate and a large winning coalition, although there are systematic differences in the size of the winning
coalition in differenttypes of democracies.10Typically,systems with directlyelected
presidents foster a larger winning coalition than do British-style parliamentary
democracies. These, in turn,rely on a largercoalition than many proportionalrepresentationsystems. Autocraciesand illiberal democracies sometimes have smaller
selectorates and always smaller winning coalitions than do democracies. Military
juntas and monarchies normally rely both on a small selectorate and a small winning coalition, while rigged-election autocraciescommonly have a small winning
coalition drawn from a large selectorate.
The key feature of the theory for our purposes lies in Bueno de Mesquita and
colleagues' demonstrationthat in equilibriumsmall-coalitionleaders primarilyrely
on the provision of private goods to stay in office, while leaders in large winning
coalition systems can most efficiently maintaintheir hold on power by providing

9. Buenode Mesquitaet al. 2003.
10. Becauseof datalimitation,we arenot ableto exploitthesewithin-democracy
differenceshere.
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public goods." The authors also show that because the loyalty of coalition members to the incumbentleader is greatest when the coalition is small and the selectorate is large and is weakest when both are large, it is easier for autocrats to
survive in office than for monarchs and junta leaders, and it is hardest for democratically elected officials.
It follows that as agents of their own domestic selectors who can depose them,
both autocraticand democraticleadersengaged in externalnation-buildingare motivated to take actions that, at the margin, maximizes their political survival prospects back home. This means that leaders of democracies will be attracted to
interventions which will be perceived by their selectorates as directly tied to the
provision of a public good (for example, safeguardingnational security) or that is
likely to effect a significantportionof the population(for example, increasedaccess
to energy resources,protectingtraderoutes, and so on). Leadersof autocraticstates
are more likely to focus on the acquisition of resources that can be converted to
private goods for their narrowerselectorate.
Citizens of the country targeted for intervention, of course, are not part of the
intervener's selectorate, but actions taken by the target-country'sleadership can,
at the margin, enhance or diminish the prospects that the intervener'sconstituents
are satisfied with the consequences of their leader's foreign policy. This means
that the leader of the intervening state possesses a vested interest in ensuring that
the target state possesses an institutionalstructurethat will be responsive to his or
her interests.

Democratic Interveners
To see how these incentives are likely to affect the impact of an intervention on
the democraticprospects of a target state consider the domestic political survival
problem of a democratic intervener. Reelection (of the individual incumbent or
the incumbent'sparty) depends on delivering policy benefits to core constituentsthe winning coalition-that are sufficient to make the coalition members prefer to
retain the incumbentratherthan choose a rival. This means that leaders of democracies will be attractedto interventionsthat will be perceived by their selectorates
as directlytied to the provision of a public good (for example, safeguardingnational
security) or that is likely to effect a significantportion of the population(for example, increased access to energy resources or protecting trade routes).
Does the creationof democracyin anothercountryas a public good fall in either
of these categories? Some might argue that because the citizens of a democracy
regardtheir form of governmentand its associated freedoms as public goods, they
will also regard their provision to a second state as public goods. However, it is
clear that the two actions are not remotely equivalent. The citizens of a demo11. Buenode Mesquitaet al. 2003;see especiallychaps.3-5.
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cratic intervenerreceive direct consumption benefits from living under a democracy and from exercising the political and civil rights that come with it. They do
not receive these direct benefits when their state successfully promotes democracy
abroad(for example, they do not vote in the state's election). This does not mean
thatthe citizens of a democraticintervenerplace no value on the creationof democracy in another state, but it does mean that they place considerably less value on
its existence abroad than they do at home.12The same is true, of course, in the
case of other public goods as well such as the quality of the environment,education, defense, and public health. No state spends nearly as much providing these
goods abroadas they do within their borders. How else are we to explain the distributionof foreign aid giving to relatively compliantrecipientdictatorsratherthan
to the most impoverished or most democratic Third World states?13
Given these incentives, we believe that the leaders of intervening democracies
will view the governmental structureof a target state instrumentally.That is, the
value that they assign to it will have less to do with its intrinsic characteristics
than with the impact that its policies are likely to have on the leader's political
survival. While this does not rule out the possibility that democratic leaders will
support a democracy in the target state, it does mean that a necessary condition
for doing so is that the leader of the intervening state will have to believe that the
resultant democracy is likely to adopt policies that are regarded as desirable by
the intervening leader's winning coalition. Given that the intervening state is a
democracy,these will usually involve issues such as security, trade, and access to
resources.
Generally, an intervening democratic state is most interested in reversing the
policies that precipitatedits interventionin the first place. In some cases, the creation of a democracy is viewed as the best way to accomplish this. For example,
one of the main reasons that the design of democratic institutions was a major
U.S. goal in connection with its postwar occupations of Germanyand Japanwas a
belief that their citizens would not politically support the reemergence of militarism in these states. In most cases, however, establishing a truly liberal democracy
possesses a numberof drawbacksas a means for ensuring that the target state will
adopt policies that are consistent with the preferences of the intervener.
The biggest such drawbackis uncertainty.The costs of military interventionare
usually large enough that a failure to obtain the promised policy goals in the aftermath will threatenthe political survival of the leader of the interveningstate. Holding a fair and competitive election is an inherently uncertain process that places
that political survival at considerable risk, especially in unstable states or those
torn by civil war between large segments of the population. In a free and fair
election, there is no guaranteethat a candidate sympathetic to the policy goals of

12. Goldsmith and Posner 2005, 218. Goldsmith and Posner make much the same point in connection with their discussion of the relationshipbetween democracy and cosmopolitan charity.
13. Alesina and Dollar 2000, 33-63.
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the intervenerwill even be running much less be victorious, and even if that person is elected he or she may not be successful in pushing throughthe policy change
desired by the intervening leader's winning coalition.
There are rival agency problems at work here. The elected leader of the new
democracy is preeminently the agent of his or her domestic winning coalition
and can only survive by implementing something close to its preferred policy
agenda-an agenda that is likely to involve public goods such as security and
foreign policy, natural resource policy, and trade policy. To the extent that the
leader of the target state operates as the agent of the intervening state's winning
coalition, the leader undermines his or her survival unless the goals of the two
constituencies are identical, which they are unlikely to be because each is primarily interested in the provision of public goods within its borders.
Knowing the inherent conflict of interests that exists, we believe that the democratic leader of the intervening state will choose the safer and less costly strategy
of supportingthe establishment(or continuedexistence) of an autocracyor a rigged
election democracyin the targetstate with a small winning coalition. Such a regime
will be less concerned with delivering to its citizens public goods-related policies
that might conflict with the goals of the intervenerand more concerned with private goods (for example, foreign aid and military assistance) that the intervening
leader will be willing to supply in exchange for permittingit to achieve the policy
goals that motivated the interventionin the first place. The regime in the targeted
state may well be given some of the trappings of democracy for symbolic purposes, but it will lack the institutionalarrangementsthat are essential for authentic
party competition and the basis for the creation of a genuine liberal democracy
(for example, freedom of speech and assembly, the existence of a free and independent media, fair elections). Collectively, these shortcomings operate to ensure
that the leadership in the targeted state will be able to deliver desirable policy
concessions.
To see how this logic operates in practice, consider the characteristicaftermath
of French military intervention.France, as with all North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) members, advocates democracy as the preferredform of government. In fact, Frenchcolonies routinely participatedin FrenchAssembly elections,
sending freely elected delegates. Yet in the postcolonial era, France'scolonies have
shifted away from democracy toward personalist, autocraticrule. France has been
and continues to be a frequent military intervener,especially in its former colonies. The French,for instance,have actively committedtroopsto preserveor restore
peace in such countries as Lebanon, Chad, Angola, and Laos. Lebanon, once the
most democratic country in the Middle East other than Israel, saw peace restored
following a multilateral democratic intervention (including France, the United
States, Italy, and the United Kingdom) in the early 1980s but did not experience a
serious effort to restoredemocraticsovereigntyto the people of Lebanonfor nearly
a quarterof a century.Instead, with the tacit approvalof the internationalcommunity, Syria, a decidedly nondemocratic state, maintainedits free rein over Lebanese affairs.
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In Chad through much of the 1980s, France acted aggressively to protect the
government of Hissein Habr6 against Libyan incursions. Habr6 had declared his
intention to promote democracy in Chad on numerous occasions and yet, as is so
often the case, failed to do so. Instead, Chad made minor strides in adding some
trappingsof democracy (for example, expanded factional party competition) and
even held a legitimate multipartyelection in 1992 after Habr6had been deposed
by the military.However, Chad quickly returnedto the more authoritarianend of
the political spectrum. Habr6's successor, for instance, recently had the constitution revised so that he may succeed himself for a third term. Thus French intervention did little-perhaps nothing-to promote democratic reform in Chad,
although it did secure and preserve strong economic ties. France remains one of
Chad's most important trading partners and the leading importer of Chadian
products.
Would a genuinely democraticChad be beneficial for French interests?It is difficult to say, but it is clear that there are strong anticolonial sentiments in Chad
and that ethnically and culturally much of the country has a natural affinity for
Libya-the very country against which France intervened to protect Habrd's
regime-rather than for France. French (and American) business interests and
investments are, then, probably more secure under a tightly ruled Chadian state
than they would be if the country were a full-fledged democracy.
The story of Chad can be retold a hundredtimes for different targets and for
different democratic interveners.It is much the same as the story of the U.S. liberationof Kuwait from Iraqin 1991, which was accompaniedby promises of democratic reform but only modest actual political change-again a few trappingsof
democracy rather than substantive change. Indeed, in circumstances such as
Chad's or Kuwait's it probablyis not antidemocratic(though whetherit is morally
acceptable or not is a separatequestion) for a democraticintervenerto bypass the
opportunityto erect democraticinstitutions in the target state, nor is the failure to
do so peculiarly an attributeof any particularintervener. Quite the contrary,if
democratic-or more appropriately,republicangovernment-is expected to reflect
the wishes of its voters, then building democracy elsewhere against the interests
of domestic voters is both antidemocraticand it is contraryto the reelection ambitions of an incumbentleader or party.Therefore,if, as the selectoratetheory claims,
leadersare motivatedto retainoffice, we shouldnot expect democraticintervenersexcept under the two unusual conditions we mentioned-to advance democratic
institutions wherever and whenever they intrude themselves into the affairs of
another state.

Nondemocratic Interveners
Now consider the calculations of nondemocraticinterveners.The survival of their
leaders depends on their ability to deliver rent-seeking opportunitiesto the mem-
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bers of their small winning coalition that sustain them in office. Such rents can be
extracted domestically from those outside their coalition or externally from the
citizens of a targetstate following militaryintervention.14Given these limited goals,
autocraticintervenersare unlikely to be concernedwith the long-terminternalaffairs
of states in which they intervene except to ensure the autocrat'sopportunitiesfor
material gain as a result of intervention.15 Consequently,they are unlikely to pay
the costs of maintaining a presence in the target state for long and unlikely to
have much of an impact on the future evolution of democratizationin the target
state. To the extent that they do concern themselves with political change within
the target state, autocratsare likely to oppose democraticchange because it could
produce a nationalistic movement to recover the lost territory or the resources
extracted by the intervener.Therefore, autocratic interveners are likely either to
leave political institutions as they found them or to disassemble democratic institutions that may interfere with their ability to extract resources from the target
state.
Thus while the selectorate argumenttells us that there are fundamentaldifferences in the domestic goals of democratic and nondemocraticleaders, they share
an interest in avoiding the creation of democraticinstitutionsin target states. This
is not because their foreign policy goals are the same. As we have noted, democratic intervenersare usually preoccupied with ensuring that the target state alter
its foreign policies so that they are compatible with their own and provide public
goods to their citizens at home. In the case of nondemocratic interveners, their
goal is usually to deliver a one-time surrenderof land or exploitable resources. In
either case, the selectorate argumenttells us that these goals can be best attained
by imposing or maintaininga governmentin the target state in which the leader is
sufficientlyunconstrainedat home (thatis, W is small, democracyis weak or absent,
and there are significant restrictions on political competition) that he or she will
be able to satisfy the policy objectives of the intervening state (or coalition of
states) without having to jeopardizing his or her political survival.
Of course, the victor may not need to make any changes in the target state's
institutions if the institutions of the defeated state already give the new leader the
latitude to ignore domestic pressures to revise the status quo, either to gain policy
ends or private benefits. Because most states that experience intervention are not
democraticto begin with, we can expect that much of the time there is little or no

autocratsaremorelikely to
14. Buenode Mesquitaet al. 2003, chap.9, arguesthatmodern-day
seekterritorial
We say "modern-day"
thanaredemocrats.
acquisitionsfollowingforeigninterventions
interveners
autocratsbecausein earlierperiods,especiallyin the medievalages andbefore,autocratic
were morelikely to seek the sustainedpaymentof tributein additionto territorialacquisitionthan
appearsto be truefor thepost-WorldWarII world.
15. The Sovietexperiencemaybe an exceptionto thisclaimgiventheAmericancontainment
poltheSovietleadersto stretchtheirsecurityzoneby maintaining
friendlyregimesin
icy thatencouraged
In thosecases where
statesthatsharedborderswiththe SovietUnionandwithits NATOadversaries.
continuedextractionof resourcesis soughtby the intervenerfromthe target,autocracyshouldbe
expected to suppress the prospects of democratization.
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change in institutions.But when they do occur, we expect the changes to be small,
more symbolic than a dramaticchange in institutionalform, and they favor freeing the incumbent in the target state to make choices that favor the intervener
ratherthan a broad portion of his or her domestic population.
While autocratsand democratic interveners share a common interest in preferring to deal with nondemocratictarget states, the fact that the former tends to be
interested in a one-time acquisition of territoryor resources ratherthan reshaping
the foreign policy goals of the target state leads us to believe that that they are
likely to be less institutionallyambitious than democraticinterveners.As a consequence, democratic intervenersmay actually do more in the long term to restrict
meaningful democraticreform than will nondemocraticinterveners.

UN Security Council as Intervener
The case for the UN as an intervener is no less bleak. If UN interventions were
authorizedby a vote of the GeneralAssembly, it is possible that interventionsmight
embody the ambitions of the many weak states against the interferenceof the very
strong. That might lead the General Assembly's majority to consistently promote
democratic reform following intervention.'6However, when it comes to choices
regarding intervention or peacekeeping, the appropriatevenue in the UN is the
Security Council. Fortna has shown that the centrality of the Security Council is
not incompatiblewith effective UN peacekeeping but should this lead us to expect
that the Security Council will also promote democratic change in the states in
which it intervenes?"17
Given our earlier argumentsthat neither democratic nor nondemocratic interveners generally possess any incentive to establish a democracyin the target state,
there is little reason to be optimistic that they will do so collectively as members
of the UN Security Council. However, Voeten even suggests that in those relatively rare cases when one or even several permanentmembers would prefer to
establish a democracy,thatthe natureof the Security Council's collective decisionmaking rules are likely to underminethe idea.'8
Voeten argues that all things are rarely equal in the Security Council. He contends that for a state to pursue unilateralaction-the outside option-is politically
costly.19 The political costs of unilateral action can be avoided through Security
Council endorsement but at the price of compromising on policy goals or ideal
points. Because the Security Council consists of a mix of democraticand nondemocratic states this creates the expectation that the resultantoutcome will provide a

16.
17.
18.
19.

Voeten 2004, 729-54.
Fortna 2004a, 269-92.
Voeten 2001, 845-58, and 2005, 527-58.
Voeten 2001 and 2005.
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mixture of public goods benefits for the constituencies of democratic members of
the Council and private goods for the constituencies of the nondemocraticmembers. The selectorate theory tells us that this sort of outcome is most consistent
with a relatively small W system whose constituency will allow it to make policy
compromises in exchange for private goods. It is not the sort of outcome that is
likely to result from the creation of a liberal democraticstate since the selectorate
theory tells us that its citizens are likely to be unwilling to supply the privategoods
that are necessary to secure the participationof the nondemocraticmembers.20
Given that several subsections of Article 2 of the UN CharterprecludeUN intervention in the domesticpolitical affairsof memberstates;and given Voeten'sresults,
it is difficult to imagine circumstances in which the permanentmembers of the
Security Council would be aligned in strong supportof using UN peacekeepersto
promote democratization.21

Data and Measurement
To summarize, we hypothesize that following foreign intervention the degree of
democracy in the target state (1) does not improve and may get worse relative to
comparable states that do not experience intervention when the intervener is the
UN; (2) converges on promoting symbolic, external manifestationsof democracy
without the arrayof freedoms found in all full-fledged democracieswhen the intervener is itself a liberal democracy(meaningthat nearly democraticstates that experience democraticinterventionbecome less democraticrelativeto comparablestates
that do not experience intervention while states that are not remotely democratic
may add democratictrappingsfaster or at the same rate as comparablestates that
do not undergo intervention);and (3) is no different and may be worse following
interventionby an autocratthan is the democratizationexperience of comparable
states that do not undergo intervention.
We evaluate our theory by examining the impact of military interventions on
the level of democratizationthat has evolved in the wake of civil wars and intrastate disputes, militarized interstate disputes, and interstate wars between 1946
and 2001. We include third parties as intervenersif they made a physical military
commitment in the arena of fighting whether in the form of peacekeepers or as
active participantsin a dispute. Intervenersinclude individual third-partystates,
groups of states, and the UN between 1946 and 2001. We compare the record of
subsequent democratizationof states that have experienced third-partyintervention with those that have not, therebycreatingthe opportunityto estimate the coun20. It is worth noting that such an outcome is perfectly in keeping with Fortna's results regarding
the UN's peacekeeping success. Civil wars create security costs for borderingdemocraticand nondemocratic states alike and for the internationalorganizationsto which they both belong. Successful peacekeeping efforts provide benefits for the constituencies of both.
21. Voeten 2001 and 2005.
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terfactual democratizationexpectations in the absence of intervention for those
states that did undergo a military intervention.
We include all countries in our analyses while constructing a dummy variable
MILYN, the details of which are explained shortly, to distinguish cases that experienced a military intervention (MILYN = 1) from those that did not (MILYN = 0).
We rely on several data sets to identify interventions and interveners.Regan has
assembled a widely used data set of civil war related militaryinterventions.22With
some coding modifications (such as filling in missing data on when an intervention began or ended), we include all of the cases he classified as interventions.
Fortna has amassed data on UN peacekeeping efforts.23 Using her start and
end dates, we code all cases that she coded with a score of 1 or 2 as a military
intervention (MILYN = 1). In her coding, a 1 means unarmed monitors and a 2
indicates armed forces.24Additionally, we code as interveners any state with a
MilitarizedInterstateDispute (MID) hostility level score above 1; that is, any state
that actively participatedin a militarized dispute provided it is not coded as the
initiator in the MIDs data. We use 1946 as the start date for our analyses as it is
the first full year in which the UN was in operation and therefore had the opportunity to intervene in disputes. The noninterventioncases in our data include all
country-yearsfor which the necessary data are available between 1946 and 2001
such that the country year does not involve an intervention event or the flow of
democratizationopportunities-defined below-after such an event.
In some instances of intervention there was more than one intervener; for
instance, the majorityof UN militaryinterventionsalso included militaryintervention by one or more members of the Security Council. Our analyses code each
intervener separatelyin each event.
Dependent Variables
We examine three institutionalvariables:(1) DEMOCRACY,
measuredas the twentyscale
between the Polity IV
from
difference
the
one-point
resulting
calculating
score
and
each
the
for
IV
score
country,recoded to
Democracy
Polity
Autocracy
fall between 0 and 1, with higher values indicating greaterdegrees of democracy;
a six-point scale taken from Polity IV. We recode
(2) PARTICIPATIONCOMPETITION,
this variable so that its maximum score is 1 and 1 indicates a competitive party
system, with lower values indicating less and less participationand competition;
and (3) Bueno de Mesquita et al.'s variableW, a five-point index of coalition size
(and here labeled as COALITION SIZE), with 1 being the value of systems with the
largest coalition and 0 the smallest.25The details for the measurementof W are
found in the Appendix.

22. Regan2000.
23. Fortna,2004a.
24. Ourresultsdo not changeif we only countas interventions
thosecasesthatFortnacodesas 2.
25. Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003, 134-35.
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TABLE1. Bivariate correlations among dependent variables

Variables

DEMOCRACY

PARTICIPATION
COMPETITION

COALITION SIZE

(t+ 10)

(t+ 10)

(t+10)

DEMOCRACY
(t+10)

1.000

PARTICIPATION COMPETITION (t+10)

0.935

1.000

COALITIONSIZE (t+O10)

0.857

0.830

1.000

Note: N = 4,369.

Each dependent variable is made up of the score for the relevant institutional
variable ten years later than the year of observation for each of the independent
variables and the lagged dependent variable. A ten-year lead provides ample time
for institutionaleffects to take hold and be observed.26Table 1 reports the bivariate correlationsamong these dependent variables.
IndependentVariables
Observationsare country-years.A variable MILYN
is constructedthat is coded as 1
for each country for the year that it experienced an intervention and for each of
the next ten years. For instance, there was a U.S. military interventionin Grenada
in 1983. MILYNfor Grenadais 0 before 1983, 1 each year from 1983-92, and 0
for years after 1992 (assuming that there has not been another military intervention in the interim), while the dependentvariable for Grenadain 1983 is the value
of the relevant institutionalvariable in 1993 or the change in the institutionalvariable between 1993 and 1983, in 1984 the dependentvariable is the relevant institutional variable for 1994 or its change between 1984 and 1994, and so on
throughoutthe time series.27In cases without an intervention and in those cases
that experienced an intervention, for the years before the intervention, or more
than ten years after the intervention, MILYNis coded as 0. Thus MILYNrecords
that a country has had an interventionwithin ten years of the year of the observation. This allows us to evaluate the long-term consequences for a country's political institutions that follow its experience of an outside, third-party military
interventionfrom the tenth year through the twentieth year after the intervention.
26. Wereplicateouranalysesas well witha five-yearlead.To conservespace,the five-yearresults
are not reportedhere, but are availableat (http://www.nyu.edu/gsas/dept/politics/faculty/bdm/
Intervention_and_Democracy/).
Theyaresubstantively
equivalentto the ten-yearresultswe reportin
the bodyof the text.
27. Forthe replicationbasedon five-yearperiods,all variablesareadjustedaccordinglyto reflect
the appropriate
timeline suchthatthe dependentvariableis alwaysobservedfive yearslaterthanthe
variables.
independent
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We create three dummy variables, UN, USA,and DEMOCRAT,
referring respectively to the UN, the United States, and any additional democracy (for example,
France, UK, Belgium, and India) that participated as a military intervener in a
given country in a given year. We assign a 1 to this variable, as with MILYN,for
each year up to and including ten years after the intervention,scoring it as 0 in all
other circumstances.
The distinction between the United States and other democratic interveners,as
discussed in more detail later, is made primarily for interpretivepurposes rather
than for theoreticalreasons. We anticipatethat democraticintervenersfacing comparable circumstances respond comparably in altering the target's institutions to
create malleable, policy-compliantregimes that have little more than the symbolic
trappingsof democracy.Because the United States is the most frequent and most
powerful democraticintervenerand because it is the intervenerthat readersof this
journal have the best prospect of influencing, we highlight U.S. patternsof action.
The statistical effect of autocraticintervenerson the dependentvariablesis estimated by the coefficient for MILYN.The effect of other intervenersis the sum of
the coefficients for MILYNplus the dummy variable or variables representingthe
specific interveners.In this way we can directlyassess the relationshipbetween each
type of intervenerand subsequentmovementin the targetstate towardor away from
democracy, a central concern of our hypotheses. For cases that did not undergo a
militaryintervention,the value of each of these dummyvariablesis, of course, zero.
Our concern is with the democratizationaftermathof foreign interventionsand
not their causes or ex ante stated objectives. To gauge the impact of interventions,
however, we must control for the counterfactualexpected change in institutionsin
the absence of an intervention. This is a tricky problem because it is likely that
there are selection effects influencing when and where interventions occur28We
attemptto correct for these general selection effects by including country-specific
fixed effects to correct for characteristicsof each country that do not change over
time. We correct for any secular trends in democratizationby controlling for the
year of the observation.The control elements form the baseline against which we
estimate the marginalimpact on democratizationcreated by different interveners.
Those marginaleffects representthe tests of our three hypotheses.
The basic structureof the models we use to test our argumentis as follows:
Institutionalindicatort+10
= a + b1 (dependentvariableto) + b2

(MILYN = 0, 1) + b4 (USA = 0, 1)

+ b5 (UN = 0, 1) + b6(DEMOCRAT= 0, 1) + b7 YEAR
+ b8 ... bn (Country-specificfixed effects) + e
28. See Gilligan and Stedman 2003, 6, 13; and Fortna, 2004a, 14.
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The design of the tests ensures that we can see the effect of specific interveners
and compare that effect to the counterfactualexpected degree of democratization
in the absence of an intervention. The effect of democratic interventions, for
instance, is simply the sum of the regression coefficients for MILYN+ DEMOCRAT.
Adding the coefficient for the United States to these two coefficients gives the
effect of U.S. interventions on democratization.Positive coefficients are associated with an improvement in the degree of democracy over the time horizon we
assess while negative coefficients indicate an erosion of democracy. The coefficients have a naturalsubstantiveinterpretationas well. Because each of the dependent variableshas an upperbound of 1, the coefficients from our regressionanalyses
for the dummy variables for interventioncan be interpretedapproximatelyas the
percentage increase or decrease in the degree of democracy predicted for a country as a result of interventionby the nation or organizationidentifiedby the dummy
independentvariable.Thus smallercoefficients are associatedwith nominalchanges
in the degree of democracy (up or down depending on the sign of the coefficient)
while larger coefficients indicate more substantial and meaningful institutional
change. With the model specification we use, we can assess the marginal effects
of a UN intervention,a unilateralAmerican action, an interventionby any democracy or any autocracy,as well as multilateralcombinationsthat include, for instance
a joint UN-U.S. or joint UN-Democracy intervention. When we summarize our
findings we will draw attentionto these marginaleffects.

Analysis of Interveners and Institutional Change
Table 2 summarizes the country-specific fixed effects analyses that allow us to
assess key features of institutionalchanges that occur after a militaryintervention.
Recall that we hypothesized that following foreign intervention the degree of
democracy in the target state is likely to be unchanged or to have declined when
the UN intervenes as compared to the counterfactualexpectation for democratic
change if no intervention had occurred. When autocrats intervene we expect to
observe an initial shock but relatively little if any meaningfullong-term impact on
the target state's political institutions. After ten years we expect to see the target
state pursuingdemocracy at a pace that is comparableto or somewhat slower than
is observed for equivalent states that did not experience intervention.
When democratsintervene,the predictionis more complicatedbecause it depends
on the degree to which the state had democratized at the time of intervention. If
the target was relatively democratic at the outset of the intervention, say above
0.7 or 0.8 on our 0 to 1 normalized Polity Democracy-Autocracyscale, then we
anticipate a decline (or at least no increase) in the target's degree of democracy.29

29. These values are equivalent to scores of 4 to 6 on the nonnormalized, +10 to -10 Polity

scale.A valueof 0.50 on ournormalizedscaleis equivalentto a valueof 0 on
Democracy-Autocracy
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TABLE
2. Intervenersand institutional change in political institutions ten to
twentyyears later, country-specificfixed-effects model

DEMOCRACY
(t+10)

Dependent variable (tO)
MILYN
DEMOCRAT
INTERVENER
USA
UN
YEAR

0.143
(0.017)
0.000
-0.075
(0.024)
0.002
-0.045
(0.033)
0.171
0.176
(0.039)
0.000
-0.064
(0.052)
0.221
0.007

(0.000)
CONSTANT

N
Fixed effects
F
R2

0.000
- 14.24
(0.517)
0.000
4,487
146
162.09
0.253

w: COALITIONSIZE

0.131
(0.013)
0.000
0.000
(0.019)
0.998
-0.066
(0.028)
0.019
0.090
(0.031)
0.004
-0.062
(0.036)
0.079
0.002

(0.000)
0.000
-4.254
(0.358)
0.000
7,111
191
50.92
0.235

PARTICIPATION
COMPETITION
(t+10)

0.204
(0.017)
0.000
-0.010
(0.016)
0.537
-0.042
(0.022)
0.056
0.094
(0.026)
0.000
-0.026
(0.034)
0.455
0.005

(0.000)
0.000
-8.721
(0.341)
0.000
4,487
146
169.08
0.410

followedby thestatistical
errorin parentheses,
Note:Cellentrieslist firsttheregressioncoefficient,thenits standard
of thecoefficient.
significance

This is so because the democratic intervenerwill want to avoid the elevated risk
that the target might quickly become a full-fledged democracy that would then be
unable to deliver the policy concessions sought by the democratic intervener.If,
however, the target is far from being democratic, for example, below a value of
0.5, then a democratic intervenerwill leave the institutionalarrangementslargely
unchangedbecause they are already consistent with a regime that will provide the
cooperationit requires,but it may well add symbolic trappingsto satisfy the weak
the standard-10 to +10 scale. Values above 0.50 on the normalized scale, then are countries that, on
balance, are more democratic than autocratic.Values below 0.50 indicate countries with more autocratic than democratic governance. Full-fledged democracies score +10 on the Polity index, or 1 on
our normalized scale. The literaturetypically treats countries with scores above 6; that is, 0.80 when
normalized, as being democratic.
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TABLE
3. Percentage change in democracy ten years after a military
interventioncompared to cases without an intervention
PARTICIPATION

Intervener
No intervention
Autocrat
United Nations
Democrat
United States
UN+Democrat
UN+ United States

DEMOCRACY
(t+10)

SIZE(t+10)
COALITION

COMPETITION
(t+10)

+7.45%
-0.01**
-6.39**
-4.55***
+13.01**
- 10.93***
+6.63#

+2.42%
+2.42#
-3.82*
-4.14**
+4.82#
- 10.38***
- 1.41#

+4.68%
+3.69#
+1.12#
-0.50**
+8.90**
-3.07**
+6.33#

Note:All predictedpercentchangesincludethe ten-yearpositivegainsexpecteddueto the seculartrendin democareroundedto thenearesttenthof a percent.Statisticalsignifratization
captured
Percentages
by thevariableYEAR.
on
on democraticchangeis differentfromthe effect of no intervention
icancethatthe effectof the intervention
democratic
change:*p < .10; **p < .05; ***p< .01;# no statisticaldifference.

preferences of its constituency for democratizationabroad.Such trappings, associated with an increase in the democracy score, fall at a level that excludes institutional changes that raise the risk of the target quickly becoming a full-fledged
democracy of the sort that would be counterproductiveto the intervener'sprimary
policy goals. Thus we expect that when such symbolic changes are made, they
leave the target with a democracy score of less than 0.80.30
To summarize,the lower the democracy score at the outset, the more likely that
a democratic intervener will raise it modestly and symbolically relative to comparablestates that do not experience intervention;the higher the degree of democracy before an intervention, the more likely that the intervenerwill unravel substantivelyimportantaspects of democracy,leaving symbolic trappingsbut no more
than that.
Table 2 presentsthe statisticalresults while Table 3 shows the expected percentage change in democracy over the ten-yearperiod following interventionbased on
the results reportedin Table 2.
30. One might object that the democratic trappingsinstalled by democratic intervenersare a form
of cheap talk and therefore are not credible and so reap no domestic benefits for the intervener.However, such a view assumes thatintervener'sconstituentscan distinguishex ante between genuine reforms
that put the country on the path to full democratization(for example, as in post-World War II Germany) from institutionalchanges that prove, ex post, to be mere symbolic gestures (for example, promised reform in Kuwait). Who, for instance, can say with certainty whether recent Iraqi elections are a
harbingerof greaterdemocraticchange in the future or that they will prove to be an empty exercise in
democraticsymbolism?Even in those cases where it quickly becomes apparentthatinstitutionalchanges
are only symbolic, voters in the intervening state have to untangle an informationalagency problem of
determining whether the faux institution was meaningless from the outset or corruptedby the target
state politicians who took over. In such cases, the intervening state's leader probably will scapegoat
the target state politicians.
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With regardto the first hypothesis, that is, the effects when the UN is the intervener, one-tailed tests of significance are appropriatebecause we predicted the
direction of change. Those generally show reductions in democratic reform relative to the counterfactualbase case of no intervention.For change in democracy
as measured by Polity, the probability that the relationship is due to chance is
0.007; for coalition size, it is 0.050; and for participationcompetition, 0.17. As
expected, targets of interventionby the UN fare no better and generally do worse
than would have been expected had they not suffered an intervention.Table 3 indicates that UN interventionsresults, on average, in a 6.40 percent decline over ten
years in democracy (as measuredby Polity) relative to comparablestates that did
not experience intervention.31 Coalition size apparentlyshrinksby about 3.82 percent over the same ten years, while participationcompetition does not meaningfully change. We find, then, that the first hypothesis is supported.
The third hypothesis, that autocraticintervenerseither do not alter the counterfactual expected change in democratizationor slow democratizationdown compared to the counterfactualexpectation, is also supportedby the evidence. In the
case of coalition size and participantcompetition there is no difference between
the counterfactualchange in democracy and the experience of those targeted for
interventionby autocrats.In the case of the estimate based on Polity's democracyautocracyindex, there is a statistically significant decline in democracyrelative to
the counterfactual.The small coefficient in Table 2 might mislead one into thinking that there is no effect, but the real difference between those undergoing an
autocraticinterventionand those not experiencing intervention,as seen in Table 3,
is that the latter enjoy a 7.45 percent secular trend improvementin their extent of
democracy,while the targetsof autocratsexperience no change whatsoever (-0.01
percent); they just stay as they were. Thus autocratseither do not alter the counterfactualexpected pace of democraticreformbased on seculartrendsor they counteract the secular trend, leading to no improvementwhatsoever in the institutional
arrangementsof their targets.
The second hypothesis is perhapsthe most importantand most complex. It predicts that democratic intervenersretardthe rate of democratic reform relative to
the expected seculartrendin the absence of an intervention,when targetsare fairly
democratic, but may improve the symbolism of democracy when intervening in
especially nondemocraticcountries. The hypothesis makes no distinctions among
democratic interveners,although it does distinguish expectations as a function of
the prior institutionalcircumstancesof their targets.
At first glance Tables 2 and 3 might lead one to infer that this hypothesis is
supported with regard to most democratic interveners but that it is refuted with

31. This and comparableten year calculations are made as follows. The predictedchange in democracy is equal to 10(YearCoefficient)+ MilYN Coefficient + UN Coefficient = 10(0.00744) -0.07456 0.06380 = 0.06396 based on the statisticaloutputreportedat (http://www.nyu.edu/gsas/dept/politics/
faculty/bdm/Intervention_and_Democracy/) and rounded to three places in Table 2.
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TABLE
4. Selection effects among democratic interveners:Do targets of U.S.
interventionend up more democratic than targets of other democratic
interveners?

DEMOCRACY DEMOCRACY

Variables

COALITION COALITION PARTICIPATION PARTICIPATION
SIZE
COMPETITION COMPETITION
SIZE

(tO)

(t+ 10)

(tO)

(t+ 10)

(tO)

(t+ 10)

0.463
0.295
292

0.538
0.300
205

0.474
0.269
338

0.520
0.263
237

0.570
0.168
292

0.607
0.161
205

0.526
0.389
200

0.554
0.377
164

0.525
0.310
223

0.549
0.297
169

0.596
0.246
200

0.616
0.240
164

U.S. as intervener

Mean
Standarddeviation
N
Other democracy
as intervener

Mean
Standarddeviation
N

respect to the United States. The coefficients associated with the United States are
invariably positive, relatively large compared to other coefficients, and statistically significant, while the coefficients for other democraticintervenersare generally significantlynegative. There is, however, a selection effect operatingthat needs
to be considered.
Recall that the second hypothesis states the expectation that democratic interveners are motivated to create regimes in the target state that possess the trappings but not the substance of liberal democracy. What this means in a given
instance depends on the target's starting point. This raises the possibility that the
difference between the coefficients for the United States and for other democratic
intervenersis the consequence of selection regardingthe choice of states in which
to intervene. If the United States intervenes in states that are initially more autocratic than those in which other democracies intervene, then it would have less
occasion to reduce the level of democracy that presently exists; this could explain
the differencein the averagelevel of democracyeventuallyachievedby theirrespective target states.
To learn whether this was the case we create Table 4, which shows the mean
and standard deviation for the three lagged dependent variables (DEMOCRACYAUTOCRACY,COALITION SIZE, and PARTICIPATIONCOMPETITION)split by whether
the intervener was the United States or was some other democracy. It also
shows the same summarystatistics for the dependentvariables,measuredten years
after the lagged dependent variable, again with the samples split by whether the
United States or some other democracy was the intervener.
Table 4 confirms that a selection bias exists. The United States, on average,
targets less democratic states for intervention than do other (mostly European)
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democracies.32The means other than that of to for participationcompetition are
significantly different. This suggests that the United States will have less incentive on average to reduce democracy in the target state than other intervenersand
comparatively more incentive to increase the symbolic trappings of democracy
that are preferred(if weakly) by its winning coalition. Note that the median normalized Polity score, for instance, is only 0.35-tilted well to the autocraticside
of the scale-when the United States intervenes, but it is 0.70-tilted strongly on
the democratic side-when other democrats intervene.
It is also worth noting that ten years after an intervention,the degree of democracy in states that were U.S. interventiontargets and in states that were the targets
of interventionby some otherdemocracy(or democracies)are statisticallythe same.
The relevant t-statistics and probabilities are as follows: for the difference in the
means for U.S. targets and targets of interventionby a different democracy based
on the Polity index for democracy ten years after an intervention, t = -0.568,
p < 0.60; for coalition size ten years after the intervention,t = - 1.009, p < 0.40;
and for participationcompetition, t = -0.429, p < 0.70. That is, all democratic
interveners, as expected, tend to restrict the extent of democratic freedoms for
their targetsto comparablelevels of symbolism without democraticsubstance.The
absolute scores of democratic target states are also revealing. The standardcutpoint in the literaturefor defining democracies based on the Polity index is equivalent to a score of 0.80. Contrastthis with the mean democracy scores ten years
aftera democraticinterventionwhich are only 0.538 (U.S.) and 0.554 (otherdemocracies), well below the standardthreshold and roughly equivalent to between 0
and +1 on the Polity -10 to +10 scale; that is, the scores for such countries as
Zambia and Liberia in the late 1990s. The same is true for the other two dependent variables, highlighting the fact that neither the United States nor other democratic intervenerscreate democratic polities.
How does the United States behave relative to other democracies when their
interventiontargets are comparable?Figure 1 provides a way to see that comparison. Because we want to examine and compare comparableinterventionsby the
United States alone and by other democrats alone, we redefine the variable DEMOCRAT that appearsin Table 2 so that it only includes democraticintervenersother
than the United States. By doing so we create a coefficient for USAthat with
MILYN-ratherthan also summed with the coefficient for DEMOCRAT-measures
the impact of U.S. interventions on subsequent democratic reform. Additionally,
in this analysis we exclude the cases of UN interventionas we are only interested
in the comparison between the United States and other democracies when they
instigate interventionswithout each other.

32. The source of this selection effect is beyond the scope of this study. It may be a consequence of
differences in the military capabilities of the United States compared to other democratic interveners,
or to the more extensive ties to former colonies among other democratic interveners, or to some other
factors that we leave for future research.
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FIGURE
1. Democratic intervenersfoster the symbolismbut not the substance of
democracy in target states

To correct for the observed bias in selecting targets, we split our data set into
three separategroups for analysis: one in which the democracy scores for the targets at the time of interventionwere at or below 0.35; at or above 0.70; andbetween
0.35 and 0.70. The 0.35 threshold, recall, is the median score of a U.S. target of
intervention and 0.70 is the median score for a target of a democratic intervener
other than the United States. Naturally,there are cases of American and of other
democratic interventions in each of the three groupings. We save the predicted
democracy values when the USAis the intervenerin each set and separatelywhen
a democracy other than the USAis the intervener.These predicted values are the
basis of the comparisons in Figure 1.
The fixed-effects regression analysis from which Figure 1 is constructedevaluates the change in democracy over rolling ten-year periods, focused now on the
ten-year first-differencebetween the democracy indicator and its value a decade
later. So, ratherthan the dependent variable being the democracy score ten years
later as in Table 2, it is now the change in that score. This is much easier to interpret graphicallythan the structureused in Table 2.
The independent variables are MILYN,USA,and DEMOCRAT,
plus a control for
now
are
we
looking at the actual
year as before and country fixed effects. Because
a
include
lagged dependent variable.
change in democracy, there is no reason to
We also exclude cases in which the UN was a participantas that inevitably means
participationby some democratic interveners and so muddies the separation we
seek to achieve here.
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In order for our second hypothesis to be supported,we should observe comparable patternsof democraticchange as a function of the target's initial democratic
conditions regardless of which democratic intervener was involved in the case.
The vertical axis in Figure 1 plots the mean change over ten years in the normalized Polity score, while the horizontal axis locates that mean change according to
each initial democracy value among the set of targets. As is evident from the
figure,33when comparabletargetsare assessed, there is no difference in the nationbuilding impact whether the interveneris the United States or some other democracy.What is more, as the figure also shows, even when the trappingsof democracy
are improved, the achieved level of democracy does not reach or exceed the commonly used and relatively weak threshold for defining democracy, let alone the
upper bound that signifies a genuine, full-fledged democraticpolity.

Conclusions
While leaders of intervening states frequently assert that the democratizationof
the target state is one of their main goals, this article has presented evidence suggesting that this goal is rarely achieved. More often than not leaders of intervening states are faced with the choice of trying to satisfy the policy interests of their
constituents to remain in office or promoting the democratic aspirations of the
citizens in targetedstates. Because the citizens in a transformeddemocratictarget
state are likely to have different policy priorities than those of the intervener's
winning coalition back home, the intervening state will tend to pass up the opportunity to establish a liberal democracy in favor of establishing an autocratic or
rigged election polity that it expects will be more willing to agree to implement
the policies it desires. As a result, intervention does little to promote democracy
and often leads to its erosion and the substitutionof largely symbolic reforms, a
fact that is clear for democraticintervenersfrom Figure 1.
This outcome is not particularlysurprisingin the case of autocraticinterveners,
but in the case of democratic interveners many are likely to find it to be disappointing. While it is tempting to blame the failure of the quality of leadershipthat
exists in connection with democraticinterveners,we believe that it is more indicative of the limitations of democratic institutions themselves and the nature of
democratic representation.Democratic leaders are constitutionally charged with
being agents of their domestic constituencies and their voters' policy priorities are
rarely identical with those of citizens in the target state. The fault, if there is one,
lies less in the motives of the democraticexecutive than in the policy priorities of
democratic voters and the incentives created by democraticinstitutions.

33. Confirmed by the regression analysis at (http://www.nyu.edu/gsas/dept/politics/faculty/bdm/
Intervention_and_Democracy/).
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Appendix
XRCOMP
We estimate the size of W as a composite index based on the variables REGTYPE,
When REGTYPEis not missing data and is not equal to codes 2 or 3
XROPEN,and PARCOMP.
in the Polity data set, so that the regime type was not a military or military/civilian regime,
that is, the competitiveness of executive recruitwe award one point to W. When XRCOMP,
another point is assigned to W. An XRCOMP
or
2
then
is
than
to
code
ment, larger
equal
code of 1 means that the chief executive was selected by heredity or in rigged, unopposed
elections, suggesting dependence on few people. Code values of 2 and 3 refer to greater
the
degrees of responsiveness to supporters,indicating a larger winning coalition. XROPEN,
is
if
the
executive
to
W
additional
an
of
executive
contributes
recruitment,
point
openness
recruitedin a more open setting than heredity (thatis, the variable'svalue is greaterthan 2).
competitiveFinally, one more point can be contributedto the index of W if PARCOMP,
ness of participation,is coded as a 5, meaning that "thereare relatively stable and enduring
political groups which regularlycompete for political influence at the national level"34We
divide by the maximum value of 4. The normalized minimum value, then, is 0 and the
maximumis 1. It is evident that the progressionfrom 0 to 1 to 2, up to 4 is not linear, as the
indicator suggests and so the index is best thought of as a logarithmic scale that estimates
the order of magnitudeof the winning coalition.
and W are all normalized so that they fall
PARTICIPATION
COMPETITION,
DEMOCRACY,
between 0 and 1. Higher values reflect respectively more democracy, a more competitive
party system, a larger selectorate, and a larger winning coalition.
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